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Abstract. To obtain a functional part from additive manufacturing (AM) technologies, some surfaces require
post-processing by machining. An approach is developed using additive manufacturing supports as a clamping
device for the milling operation. A model combining an analytical approach to determine the cutting forces with
a finite element model (FEM) to predict the dynamical response of the workpiece-supports system is proposed.
The complex structure of the supports is homogenized with a simplified geometry with equivalent stiffness and
mechanical properties. A case study from the biomedical field is proposed: the finishing operation of a custom-
made maxillary reconstruction plate is simulated. A parametric study is proposed with: (1) two different lattice
geometries used as support structures; (2) up and down milling; (3) different depths of cut.

Keywords: additive manufacturing / machining / analytical modeling / finite element modeling / biomedical

Résumé. Parachèvement de pièces de fabrication additive : stratégie numérique appliquée en
implantologie maxillaire. Pour obtenir une pièce fonctionnelle à partir des technologies de fabrication
additive (AM), certaines surfaces doivent être parachevées par usinage. Une approche est proposée en
conservant les supports de fabrication comme montage d’usinage. Un modèle combinant une approche
analytique, pour déterminer les forces de coupe, et un modèle par éléments finis (FEM), pour prédire la réponse
dynamique du système pièce-supports, est proposé. La structure complexe des supports est simplifiée en
homogénéisant le volume avec une rigidité et des propriétés mécaniques équivalentes. Un cas d’étude issu du
domaine biomédical est proposé : l’opération de finition d’une plaque de reconstruction maxillaire sur mesure est
simulée. Une étude paramétrique est proposée avec : (1) deux géométries de lattices différentes utilisées comme
structures de support ; (2) un fraisage en avalant et en opposition ; (3) différents engagements de coupe.

Mots clés: fabrication additive / usinage / modèle analytique / modélisation éléments finis / biomédicale
1 Introduction

Metal additive manufacturing (AM) processes, and in
particular laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) technology,
provides solutions but required creativity to finalize the
thought and desired part. It results in the development of
“design for AM” techniques [1] and the corresponding value
chain [2]. This process provides new opportunities but
remains dependent on new constraints. 3D printing
technologies generally provide an opportunity to rethink
product design by taking advantage of the benefits of these
new processes [3].
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AM consists on to build an object, layer by layer from a
3D digital model. Near-net-shape geometry is then
obtained, it remains dependent on complementary post-
processing processes, which are essential for the post-
fabrication finishing operations of the parts [4–6]. These
finishing operations remain the main topic in the field of
AM. For some surfaces in mechanical assemblies and
connections, precise dimensions are required. Thus, a
finishing operation by milling or grinding becomes
necessary [7]. This aspect is not often taken into account
today in the corresponding value chain (from powder
supplying to finished part). However, several initiatives are
being developed with hybrid machines where additive
manufacturing and machining operations are performed in
the same chamber [8].
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Fig. 1. Additive manufacturing flux.Machining of the functional
surface using support as machining fixture. Illustration based on
commercial support: Additive Designer –Additive Palletizing
SLM Solution® (2018).
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Another aspect of the overall LPBF chain value
concerns manufacturing support. In practice, the LPBF
process does not allow absolute geometric freedom and
additional support structures must be considered. Howev-
er, the support structure is the side product of AM [9]. The
primary objective of these sacrificial structures is to
support and allow the realization of overhang surfaces
that cannot support themselves, which have a critical angle
of inclination relative to the manufacturing substrate [10].
Optimizing the positioning and orientation of the part on
the production platform by taking into account this type of
constraint is up-to-date [11]. The inclination angle of the
surface also has a great influence on the roughness and can
therefore also be taken into account in the step of placing
the part on the production plate [12]. The supports can also
have a thermal role. Indeed, the fusion of the layers by the
laser leads to a fusion followed by rapid cooling. This
results in a specific microstructure and residual stresses [13]
which can induce deformations, cracks, or undesirable
effects on the part [14], causing dimensional deviations.
One way to limit these distortions is to size the supports
and favor a more uniform heat dissipation by optimizing
the hollow geometry of the supports [15]. Another
limitation is linked to the non-productive costs of the
supports, due to their significant manufacturing time.
Thus, many studies on the optimization of these structures
are proposed in the literature to respond to thermome-
chanical issues by considering the speed of manufacture.
For example, Hussein et al. [16] suggest the use of lattice
structures as supports. Depending on the geometry of the
unit cell of the architectural network considered, the
manufacturing speed can be considerably limited. Another
way to improve the design of support structures is to adopt
a topological optimization approach. Kuo et al. [17]
propose a formulation making it possible to consider at
the same time the quantity of material used, the
manufacturing speed, and the final surface quality after
supports removal. An interesting approach proposed by
Langelaar [18] is to consider a drilling load for a topological
optimization of the manufactured support. However, this
loading is fixed, is not time-dependent, and can be applied
for localized post-processing operations.

To improve the value chain of the LPBF process by
taking into account the operation of finishing by milling,
an approach is introduced in this study. It consists
in considering the manufacturing supports, no longer
simply as a support structure, but also as a custom-made
clamping assembly for the machining operation. Thus,
the supports are kept after manufacturing to do the
post-processing of certain specific surfaces. This approach
allows a gain of operations without additional positioning
and tightening device (see Fig. 1). However, to achieve such
an objective, several considerations must be taken into
account and anticipated in the global digital chain of
manufacturing. The first technical aspect to take into
account is the appropriate positioning and orientation of
the part on the production plate to make the surfaces
considered accessible to the cutting tool. The second aspect
concerns the geometry and the heterogeneity of rigidity of
the overall fabricated structure, including the part and its
supports. These factors are potentially unfavorable for the
milling operation, due to the flexibility of the assembly.
They can thus be the source of vibrations between the tool
and the part [19], dimensional deviations, and poor surface
quality [20].

The design of the manufactured part and the
appropriate selection of the support structures must
therefore integrate the loading of the finishing operations.
The supports must have a mechanical strength suitable for
this machining operation so as not to deteriorate the
surface quality of the manufactured part. Therefore, a
previous study [21] has shown that surface qualities and
dimensional deviations depend on the support structures.
The choice of supports must be considered as a key step in
the associated digital chain of the additive manufacturing
flux. This study proposes to enrich this value chain by
considering a new step to design more efficient supports.

A hybrid analytical-numerical strategy to choose and
validate the design of the support structures taking into
account post-processing by milling is used. To obtain a fast
and usable digital tool, a specific methodology previously
was proposed in [22]. In this contribution, an evolution of
the model allows taking into account a more complex
machining trajectory. Themethodology is then applied to a
medical case study. The study focuses on the finishing stage
by machining the abutment of a maxillary reconstruction
plate. Traditionally deformed with clamps during surgery,
obtaining a custom made plate saves time in the operating
room and guarantees an optimized contact with the bone.
2 Numerical strategy to model the dynamic
behavior of milling operation

In this section, different solutions are combined to propose
a numerical tool to determine the dynamic behavior of the
part during machining and help in the design of AM
supports. The operation of finish milling is specifically
considered in this work. The global numerical strategy is
recapped in Figure 2. The numerical strategy firstly
involves the modeling of cutting forces when post-
processing through an analytical oblique cutting modeling,
which will be described in Section 2.1. Then, Section 2.2
describes the application of cutting forces on a finite



Fig. 2. Numerical strategy for predicting the dynamic behavior
of LPBF parts during milling.
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element model. Section 2.3 explains the use of lattices as
manufacturing supports and the homogenization proce-
dure to be introduced in the FE model. Their mechanical
properties can be adjusted by controlling the geometry of
the lattice unit cell. In the developed numerical tool, a step
of homogenization of these structures is also considered to
optimize the computation time. The orientation of the part
on the manufacturing plate also plays an important role. It
directly conditions the height and the number of necessary
manufacturing supports. Also, it has to be determined by
making the machined surface accessible to the cutting tool.
This choice will be developed in the presentation of the case
study in part 3.

2.1 Analytical modeling of cutting forces

Some assumptions were formulated to develop analytical-
numerical modeling:

–
 The model considers a post-processing operation on a
near-net-shape part. The milling tool path is limited and
the volume removed by the subtractive process is
negligible compared with the part volume.
–
 The model considers the rotating tool as rigid but the
workpiece is mobile. Its stiffness is taken into account.

Several analytical modelizations describe the phenom-
ena which occur during the action of cutting [23,24], using
cutting edge force coefficients. These coefficients are
elementary stress components that, integrated into the
whole geometry of the tool, correspond to the pressures
applied on the part. The present study uses previous work
described by Moufki et al. [25] introducing a thermome-
chanical analytical approach based on the oblique cutting
theory, adapted and experimentally validated to the
particular case of peripheral milling on Ti–6Al–4V [26]
and with equivalent conditions. This modeling allows
determining the distribution of the forces along the cutting
edge of the tool for helical milling tools.

The milling operation is analyzed in the global
coordinate system (X, Y, Z) (see Fig. 3), where the cutting
tool is represented by a cylinder of radius R, with a helix
angle of ah and a number of edges between i and Nt. Only
the inferior part of the tool engaged in the height ap. The
variable thickness of the undeformed chip is noted t1.
During machining, the cutting edge rotates around the
central axis (Z) of the tool with a rotation speed v. The
rotational positioning angle of the cutting edge portion
being machined is noted by ’ and corresponds to the
parametric equation of the helix. This angle depends on the
angle of rotation u in the (XY) plane and the axial position
Z. The positioning angle ’ for a given edge i at time t, is
then given by the equation:

’iðzÞ ¼ vt� z

R
tan ahð Þ þ i� 1ð Þ 2p

Nt
: ð1Þ

Depending on the radial depth of cut ae and the
machining direction in up or downmilling, the input angles
’in and output ’out of the edge element i in the material are
given by:

’in ¼ 0 and’out ¼ cos�1 1� ae
R

� �
for up�milling; ð2Þ

’in¼
p

2
þ sin�1 1� ae

R

� �
and ’out¼p for down�milling:ð3Þ

8<
:

The cutting edge is then decomposed into elementary
elements of infinitesimal height dz, assumed rectilinear, and
working in oblique cutting. The thermomechanical model
of the oblique cut is applied [25]. This approach models
shearing in the primary shear zone as well as the friction at
the tool chip interface. The shearing of the material is
described by a Johnson–Cook thermomechanical behavior
law. The constitutive law allows considering the sensitivity
to deformation, hardening, and thermal softening of the
machined material. This analytical model makes it possible
to calculate the specific pressures exerted by the tool per
unit of quantity of material. These elementary stress
components, the cutting edge force coefficients, are
therefore valid for a cutting speed, a tool geometry, and
given friction. For an elementary edge of one of the teeth of
the tool, the specific cutting coefficients Kt, Kr, and Ka
respectively correspond to the tangential, radial, and axial
directions, in the local coordinate system of the analytical
model [22]. During the chip formation, additional shearing
takes place in the tertiary deformation zone at the flank of
the cutting edge; this mechanism is known as the plowing
or rubbing process. The edge force coefficients Kte, Kre and
Kae due to the rubbing forces are introduced as in the
mechanistic approach. The cutting forces exerted on each
edge entity are assumed to be proportional to the
undeformed chip thickness t1, making it possible to
calculate the tangential elementary forces dFt, radial
dFr, and axial dFa exerted on each element of height dz
according to the equation:

dFt ¼ Kte þKt t1ð Þdz
dFr ¼ Kre þKr t1ð Þdz
dFa ¼ Kae þKa t1ð Þdz:

8<
: ð4Þ

By integrating all the elementary force components, the
total forces applied by the tool on the part are determined
in the global coordinate system (X, Y, Z).

dFx

dFy

dF z

2
4

3
5 ¼

sin’ �cos’ 0
cos’ sin’ 0
0 0 1
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dF t ’ð Þ
dF r ’ð Þ
dF a ’ð Þ
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4

3
5: ð5Þ



Fig. 3. Schematic view of the peripheral milling process on the (xy) plan (a) and definition of the cutting edge elements of thickness dz
(b). Corresponding to an oblique operation (c) from [22].
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2.2 Analytical-numerical coupling: applying cutting
forces on a Finite Element mesh

To apply the cutting forces on a numerical FE model of the
additive manufactured part, a numerical coupling is
realized. This coupling is performed through an Abaqus
subroutine (DLOAD) which allows the numerical applica-
tion of pressure, defined by the cutting forces previously
obtained by the analytical model. The milling is considered
performed with a small depth of cut ae in comparison with
the tool radius R and the volume of the workpiece. It is
assumed that the cutting condition induces the removal of
material with a negligible impact on the dynamics of the
machined part. Thus, the numerical model does not take
into account the change in the volume of the part and its
volume is still constant. Therefore, no numerical elements
have to be deleted, allowing significant savings in
computing time.

Numerically, the rotation of the tool is discretized in
angle increments, noted du, which correspond to the
projection of the positioning angle ’ in the (XY) plane (see
Fig. 4). The number of increments per rotation of the tool
must be large enough to describe the cut of thematerial and
the action of each teeth. The increment of angle du allows
to define the increment of time dt with respect to the speed
of rotation of the tool:

dt ¼ du
v
: (6)
The increment of length dL, which corresponds to the
maximum mesh size of the mesh on which the pressure will
be applied, is thus defined.

dL ¼ R : du :p

180
: ð7Þ

For each increment angle du, a tool engagement test in
the material is first performed from the input angles uin and
output uout, defined by the geometry of the problem and the
geometry of the tool (see Eqs. (2) and (3)). uin and uout
correspond to ’in and ’out in the (XY) plane. This
engagement test allows for determining the cutting
edge engaged in the material. As a function of the
axial engagement ap, the minimum height Zmin and
maximum height Zmax of the engaged edge can be obtained
at each instant t.

If the cutting edge is not engaged, the engagement test
is declared null. Thus, depending on the position of the
cutting edge during the formation of the chip, several
elements of the mesh are activated. Depending on the
operating conditions, it may even appear to take into
account the engagement of several cutting edges. The
cutting forces Fx, Fy, and Fz at each instant t are
transcribed from the analytical model in a normal and
tangential pressure in theglobal coordinate system(X,Y,Z).
This pressure is variable as a function of time, of the number
of activated elements, and of the force previously calculated.



Fig. 5. Illustration of the homogenization of lattice structures to
limit meshing with equivalent mechanical properties.

Fig. 4. According to the geometrical parameters of the milling operation (on the right), the hybrid analytical-numerical coupling in
3D activates elements corresponding to the cutting edge at time t (on the left) from [22].
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It should be noted that for a time t, the distribution of the
pressure on the corresponding surface is homogeneous and
does not take into account the variation of the chip thickness
related to the helix angle (or z coordinate of the mesh).

An assumption is to consider the rotating tool to be
perfectly rigid. Contrary to this, the machined workpiece is
considered flexible and is deformed under the action of the
cutting forces. The coupling subroutine accesses instanta-
neous workpiece displacement for each iteration. The
spatial modification of its position influences the unde-
formed chip thickness t1 of the edge in contact, and thus the
applied cutting forces. Through the algorithm developed,
the axial engagement ap can be updated in real-time,
allowing an adjustment of the calculation of the cutting
forces. The subroutine takes into account at each iteration,
this modification during the integration of the specific
cutting edge force coefficients for the determination of
cutting forces. Thus, this real-time adjustment takes into
account the tool–material interaction by considering the
oscillation of the part requested. This application method
does not require recalculating the cutting edge force
coefficients at each iteration of the numerical simulation.
All local effects of the cut are included in these coefficients
from the applied analytical model, valid for a given
material, tool geometry, and cutting speed. All other
cutting parameters such as depth of cut can, therefore, be
optimized to improve the dynamic behavior of the
machined system.
2.3 Consideration of manufacturing supports:
homogenization procedure of support structures

Previously, Hussein et al. [16] propose to use advanced
lattice structures like support for additive manufacturing.
Lattice structures are self-supporting, very thin, and
permit easy removal of the loose powder trapped inside
after the build is completed. These characteristics are well
suited for support structures in the metallic AM process for
saving material and energy while reducing time and cost.
Moreover, the mechanical properties of various lattice
structures are described in previous work [27].

A limit to the use of lattices is in the computation time
associated with the dynamic behavior of such a complex
structure. If the lattices are well known in the literature,
they require significant means of calculation. Indeed, the
very large number of small beams necessarily entails a very
large mesh. A million elements are thus reached for only
about thirty repetitions of the unit cell, at the origin of
considerable computation time. It is in this context of
saving time and optimizing the simulation that a
homogenization procedure of lattice structures is consid-
ered (see Fig. 5), replacing the lattices support structure
with a simplified geometry but with equivalent mechanical
properties. A simple procedure of numerical homogeniza-
tion by Finite Elements is applied. This method proposed
by Steven [28] has been adapted to lattices [29]. For that,
the stiffness matrixCijkl is obtained in the elastic domain. It
is a fourth-order matrix connecting the macroscopic strain
tensor ekl to the macroscopic stress tensor sij in the Hooke



Table 1. Equivalent elastic properties in result of the homogenization procedure for the two types of lattices structures.

Structure Relative density E1, E2, E3 (MPa) G12, G13, G23 (MPa) n12, n13, n23

Diagonal 0.257 697 5774 0.306
Octet-truss 0.520 13 836 6004 0.297

Fig. 6. (a) Maxillary reconstruction with four plates [33]; (b)
Maxillary reconstruction with custom-made plates for LPBF
additive manufacturing; (c) Custom-made plate positioned on
AM plate for LPBF manufacturing.
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law sij=Cijkl ekl. Due to the orthogonal symmetry, intrinsic
to the group of cubic structures, the stiffness matrix C can
be reduced from 81 to 9 constants. Six different boundary
conditions are needed for the identification of constants.
For each condition, one component of the strain tensor is
equal to 1, while the other five are zero. For each strain
condition, stress tensor results are obtained from the
reaction forces on the appropriate faces. This constraint
tensor directly provides the quantification of a line of the
Cijklmatrix. From the constraint tensor data, the constants
of the engineer are deduced. This homogenization
procedure is applied to lattices with perfect geometry. It
is noticeable that the manufactured structures will present
differences due to certain topological deviations. These
calculated equivalent mechanical properties need to be
corrected by a calibration procedure based on experimental
data and therefore a digital registration [22]. The
calibration procedure considered the average manufac-
tured truss diameters and the result of the procedure
function of the type of structure is proposed in Table 1.

3 Application: side milling operation of a
custom-made maxillary device abutment

Individualized implantology is an area of application
particularly adapted to the LPBF process [30]. In the
maxillofacial sphere, various pathologies and traumas may
require a reconstruction stage using implantable medical
devices, often made of Ti64 titanium alloy [31,32]. This is
the case with some maxillary pathologies, where bone
resorption is such important that the placement of
endosseous dental implants is impossible. Several methods
can therefore allow the rehabilitation of a functional
maxillary denture. Among these techniques, surgeons can
use osteosynthesis plates screwed to the maxillary bone by
osteosynthesis screws. Several plates with an emerging
abutment are assembled linked together on a dental bridge
to carry out the functional reconstruction of the upper
denture [33] (see Fig. 6a). Commercially, these devices
are plate-shaped and are warped by the surgeon during
the operation, causing a long intervention time to conform
the geometry of the plate to the anatomy of the patient. The
custom-made 3Dprinteddevices allowa significant saving of
surgery time (see Fig. 6b). If the surfaces in contact with the
bone can have a geometric tolerance in agreement with the
resolution allowed by the LPBF process and necessitate
post-processing by polishing [4–6], the abutments of the
plates form a precise assembly with the bridge and must
have functional dimensions. Thus, they need finishing
operations by machining. The positioning and orientation
strategy of the part on the manufacturing plate must take
into account several aspects. The area of supported surfaces
must be minimized. In addition, the surface intended for
contact with the bonemust be spared asmuch as possible by
the supports. Indeed, the manual removal of the supports
leads to poor surface quality requiring polishing. We are
interested in this study in the peripheralmilling operation of
the implant-abutment cylinder. It must therefore be
accessible to the cutting tool during the machining
operation. Consequently, the part is positioned on the
manufacturingplatewithanorientation of 45° relative to the
manufacturing substrate. The accessibility of machining
tools is increased by the use of specific printing plates [34].
The traditional 100� 100mm2 square plate is composed
of various individual and detachable pawns, dedicated for
eachprintedpartclampedintotheCNCmachine(seeFig.7).
In this way, all machined surfaces are accessible for each
printed piece.

The choice of part positioning makes it possible to
define the geometry and the number of supports, and thus
the implementation of the EF model. The geometry of the



Fig. 7. Custom-made plate positioned on AM plate for LPBF
manufacturing. Pawns are detachable for facilitating CNC
milling.

Fig. 8. Geometry of the finite element model for abutment
milling operation and lattices associated.
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model is presented in Figure 8a. Themanufacturing plate is
not shown in the model and we consider an embedment at
the base of the supports. The manufacturing supports are
replaced by a full volume to which the homogenized
material is assigned. Two structures well known in the
literature were retained in this study: the octet-truss
structure and the diagonal structure [35], both with beam
diameters of 0.3mm. The homogenization method used,
developed in Section 2.3, makes it possible to define the
elastic properties of these two types of homogenized
material (see Tab. 1).

The model mesh presented an average size of the
tetrahedral elements of 0.5mm. The mesh is however
refined at the level of the abutment cylinder which
corresponds to the surface of application of the pressure
modeling the cutting forces (see Sect. 2.2). This mesh size of
0.1mm is defined according to the diameter of the tool
(3mm) with a radial engagement of 0.2mm and the time
increment chosen to discretize the rotation of the tool by
4.5� 10�5 s. The pressure is variable in space and time and
is implemented in Abaqus software by a load subroutine.

The peripheral milling operation is carried out using a
3mm diameter tool, with 4 teeth, a lambda helix angle of
30°, and a cutting angle a of 8–10°. Other parameters are
fixed: the radial engagement ae is 0.2mm and the cutting
speed Vc is 140m/min, leading to a feed rate of 1600mm/
min. A machining pass, corresponding to a complete
revolution of the 4mm cylinder, will therefore have a
duration of 1.06 s. 90 angle increments u are sufficient to
describe the cutting force signal for a tool revolution.
Consequently, each numerical simulation includes 22 718
time increments of 4.5ms to carry out the complete
machining pass on the cylinder.

The objective of the study is to vary the type of support
structure and the machining conditions to assess the
impact of the parameters on the milling operation. Three
parameters are evaluated: the type of support structure
(diagonal or octet-truss), the milling strategy (machining
in up-milling or down-milling), and the axial engagement
ap (1mm or 2mm).
4 Dynamic simulation of abutment side
milling operation

The stability of the machining operation is estimated by
the displacement of the abutment cylinder relative to the
cutting tool. For this, a change of coordinate system is
made and the displacement of the central point of the upper
surface of the abutment is observed in a rotating cylindrical
coordinate system (r, u, z) (see Fig. 9a). The radial and
axial coordinates of the point (in the directions r and z) are
determined depending on the position of the tool around
the cylinder. These results can be observed on two scales: a
global scale over the entire milling pass and a local scale
over a tool rotation (see Fig. 9b). The global scale allows
taking into account the effect of the global structure
(composed of the part and the supports) with a different
load at each time increment (point of application and
direction and magnitude of cutting forces). The local scale
makes it possible to specifically assess the impact of each
tooth of the tool. A parametric study, varying type of
structure, machining strategy, and axial depth of cut is
proposed. Input parameters and output results are
proposed in Table 2.



Fig. 9. (a) Abutment displacement evaluation in the cylindrical coordinate system; (b) Radial displacement at the global scale and at
the local scale (at T1 position).

Table 2. Parametric study conditions and displacement results.

Cutting speed
(m/min)

Feed
(mm/min)

Radial engagement
(mm)

Structure Milling
strategy

Axial engagement
(mm)

Uradial
(mm)

Uaxial
(mm)

140 1600 0.2

Octet-truss Up 1 40 8
Diagonal Up 1 100 37
Diagonal Down 1 85 18
Diagonal Up 2 125 42
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The two types of lattice structures are first compared,
for an engagement of 1mm and a strategy of machining in
up milling (see Fig. 10). The axial or radial displacements
are strongly reduced with the use of the more rigid
structure (octet-truss). Also, for this structure, the signal is
extremely stable and regular over the entire pass compared
to the flexible structure (diagonal). Indeed, for the latter,
the displacement is not the same depending on the
machined area of the cylinder. This is especially the case
during the first half of the milling pass. The radial
displacement of the abutment reaches almost 100mm,
equivalent to half of the radial engagement. For the rigid
structure, this maximum displacement is only 40mm.

Then, the milling strategy parameter was observed (up-
milling or down-milling), with a depth of cut of 1mm and
diagonal structure (see Fig. 11). This parameter modifies
the distribution of the cutting forces and in particular the
normal and tangent forces on the machined surface. The
difference in terms of radial displacement is therefore not
very obvious. The amplitudes differ little according to the
machining strategy used. At the level of the axial
displacement, it is slightly reduced with a down milling
strategy, and the direction of the forces is reversed.

Finally, the parameter of the axial engagement ap is
studied (see Fig. 12), conserving a diagonal structure and
an upmilling strategy. The height of the abutment cylinder
is 2mm. In one case, the axial engagement is 1mm and only
the upper half of the cylinder is machined. In the other case,
the entire abutment is taken up in a milling pass. The
influence of this parameter is not negligible and the radial
displacement is reduced by approximately 20mmwhen the
axial engagement is minimized. However, the axial
displacements are a little different.

The most influential parameter is the stiffness of the
support structure used. The octet-truss structure ensures a
more stable milling operation thanks to its much higher
rigidity. However, the high stiffness difference is linked to a
significant difference of relative density: 0.520 for the octet-
truss structure against 0.257 for the Diagonal structure.
Although less influential in this case study, the machining



Fig. 10. Radial and axial displacements of the machined cylinder on (a) global and (b) locale scale: comparison of the types of support
structures (octet-truss and diagonal).

Fig. 11. Radial and axial displacements of the machined cylinder on (a) global and (b) local scale: comparison of milling strategy (up-
milling or down-milling) with diagonal structure.

Fig. 12. Radial and axial displacements of the machined cylinder on (a) global and (b) local scale: comparison of milling strategy
(1mm or 2mm) with diagonal structure.
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parameters still have a significant impact on the stability of
the milling. They can also make it possible to modify the
distribution of the forces and therefore to minimize
displacements in certain directions.

The data obtained with the model (displacements and
forces) make it possible to establish the minimum rigidity
of the supports. The maximum rigidity of the supports
must also be considered. These supports must not be too
massive since they are intended to be removed from the
part. A first simple approach would consist in considering a
maximum relative density of structure for a given topology
of structure. Gibson et al. [3], for example, reported on
three types of mechanical behavior by classifying struc-
tures according to their relative density. This type of study
gives indications on a relative density not to be exceeded,
from which the structure has mechanical behavior close to
a solid material.

The numerical strategy developed in this study stops at
predicting the dynamic behavior of the machined system.
There are, however, other approaches that make it possible
to predict the surface qualities resulting from the milling
operation with or without taking vibrations into account
[36,37].
5 Conclusion

The objective of this work was to improve the additive
manufacturing value chain by considering the stage of
finishing by machining the manufactured parts. The idea
developed considered the use of manufacturing supports as
a custom-made clamping device for the machining
operations of LPBF parts with an application on a medical
case study. The focus was on the implant abutment, which
needs to be tolerated to fit the dental bridge (see Fig. 6b),
and therefore necessitate precision machining. The rest of
the implant in contact with the bone and the gingival can
be treated by polishing. A digital tool for evaluating and
helping to choose the support structures and the machining
conditions was developed.

The numerical strategy simulates the dynamic behavior
of a machined part subjected to cutting forces. The
modeling program developed allows a reduced computa-
tion time thanks to the hybrid analytical-numerical
coupling. Implemented on manufacturing software, this
numerical tool allows to improve the milling operation
function of the outputs (surface quality criteria, time to
cut). First of all, the manufacturing supports can be
modulated and their rigidity controlled through the use of
lattice structures. On the other hand, the parameters of the
machining operation can vary the distribution and the
amplitude of the cutting forces involved during milling.
The orientation of the piece on the manufacturing plate
also influences this stability. The displacements and the
dynamic oscillations of the machined parts can therefore be
minimized. Thus, the finishing operation by machining can
be carried out under optimal conditions without vibration,
to obtain a surface condition that meets dimensional
expectations.
Nomenclature
v
 Angular velocity

ah
 Helix angle

an
 Normal rake angle

R
 Tool radius

ae
 Radial depth of cut

ap
 Axial depth of cut

ft
 Feed rate per tooth

Nt
 Number of teeth

’i
 Angular position for the ith tooth

’en
 Entrance angle

’ex
 Exit angle

u
 Angular position of the first cutting tooth

(i=1)

Du
 Angular increment of the tool’s rotational

movement

Dt
 Time step used in the ABAQUS code

(Dt=Du/v)

Nbtr
 Number of tool revolutions

x,y,z
 Coordinate system

z
 Axial position for a point cutting edge

dz
 Thickness of an elementary disc corre-

sponding to a cutting edge element at
position z (width of cut machined by a
cutting edge element)
zmin, zmax
 Axial boundaries of the engaged part of the
ith flute during cutting
hs
 Angle determining the shearing direction in
the primary shear zone
hc
 Chip flow angle

’n
 Normal shear angle

l
 Mean (or apparent) friction angle at the

tool rake face

th
 Shear stress at the exit of the primary shear

zone

sij
 Cauchy stress tensor

eij
 Strain tensor

Cijkl
 Fourth order elasticity tensor

E1,E2,E3
 Young’s moduli

G12,G23,G31
 Shear moduli

n12,n23,n31
 Poisson’s ratios

f1
 First natural frequency of the machined

plate

dFt, dFr, dFa
 Elementary cutting, thrust and lateral

forces exerted by a chip element on the tool

dFx, dFy, dFz
 Elementary forces exerted by the tool on

the part in the global coordinate system (x,
y, z)
Ktc, Krc, Kac
 Cutting force coefficients

Kte, Kre, Kae
 Edge force coefficients
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